RemPhos Proudly Introduces
Michael Starr as Vice President of Operations

RemPhos Technologies is pleased to announce that Michael Starr has been named the new Vice
President of Operations effective May 1, 2017. The management team, headed by David Gershaw,
stood unanimously behind the decision.
Michael graduated from Providence College in 2010 with a Bachelor’s degree in Business Economics.
He joins RemPhos Technologies from the water/wastewater industry where he held a leadership
position at the clean-tech startup Environmental Operating Solutions, Inc. as Director of Operations.
Michael drove the development of EOSi’s physical and corporate infrastructure, enabling the company
to become the global leader for sustainable carbon sources.
Working smarter, not harder is one of Michael’s core beliefs. He is excited to join in Remphos’ efforts
to develop the smartest, most efficient solutions for our customers. Michael likes to dream big and
envisions a smart-grid enabled future, allowing cities to operate in the most efficient way possible.
“Mike will be applying his vast experience in operations, management and mergers/acquisition to
enable RemPhos to achieve our goal of being the premier supplier of innovative and creative lighting
solutions. Building the organization to support our rapid growth while remaining focused on providing the
highest level of efficient and effective customer service to our partners. Mike represents a turning point
in our corporate evolution and will ensure that RemPhos has the appropriate infrastructure so that we
can successfully scale the business, bringing our solutions to additional markets.” – David Gershaw.
An avid fisherman and Cape Cod native, Michael spends his spare time on the water, whether it
involves fishing or relaxing. Michael often heads over 100 miles offshore to seek out some of the
ocean’s biggest fish. Ask him for some stories!
The future has never looked brighter at RemPhos.
Mike can be reached at 877.997.3674 ext. 1016 or mstarr@remphos.com

ABOUT REMPHOS
RemPhos Technologies LLC manufactures LED lamps, retrofit kits and fixtures for the Energy Services Industry.
RemPhos was founded in Danvers, MA in 2009 and currently has state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and
processes in both the USA and China. RemPhos maintains an extensive product inventory along with customer
service and technical support to meet the demands of the Energy Service Professional.
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